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CAUTION: Risk of personal injury or product
damage. Cast iron sinks are very heavy. Get
assistance lifting the sink into place.

Shut off the hot and cold water supplies.
Observe all local plumbing and building codes.
Inspect the drain and supply tubing. Replace if necessary.
Prior to installation, unpack the new sink and inspect it for
damage. Return the sink to its protective carton until you
are ready to install it.
Plan the sink installation so future removal from
underneath the countertop is possible without damaging
the countertop.
Use proper fasteners and techniques to ensure that the
frame will support a minimum of 300 lbs (136 kg). Locate
the fasteners for easy access in the event the sink needs
to be removed.
A cabinet with a minimum length of 90mm is
recommended for this installation. Smaller cabinets are
not recommended, as they may require structural
modifications to work with this installation.
All information in these instructions is based on the latest
product information available at the time of publication.
Kohler Co. Reserves the right to make changes at any
time without notice.
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300lbs 136kg

90mm

REQUIRED TOOLS AND MATERIALS
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Safety Glasses

Tape Measure

Pencil

Scissors

Keyhole/Compass Saw

Sealant

Drill

Screwdriver

Hacksaw

Plumbers putty

Pipe wrench

Putty knife
Plus:

1/2 or larger drill bit

Rags or paper toweling

Gloves

Level
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Product Information

Cut-out Dimensions

Optional Accessory Information

1079074-T01-A

Unit: mm
:

102

152

559

324 279

838

64

51

216
102

38

270
225

10

Fixture*: Water depth

*
* Approximate measurements for comparison only.

Basin area

Sink, small

Sink, large

Drain hole

Faucet holes

305mmX432mm

406mmX483mm

197mm

248mm

92mm D.

60mm D.

K-5931T-4US
K-5931T-4US ..........................................................................................................Refer to the Cut-out template for K-5931T-4US

......................................................................................................................................... K-5931T-4US

.................................................................................................................................................................K-8818T-CP
Strainer for Cast Iron Kitchen Sink ................................................................................................................................K-8818T-CP

...............................................................................................................................................................K-18405T-NA
S-trap for Double Basin Kitchen Sink ..........................................................................................................................K-18405T-NA

.......................................................................................................................K-18414T-NA /K-18415T-NA /K-18408T-NA
Shelf For Cast Iron Kitchen ..........................................................................................K-18414T-NA /K-18415T-NA /K-18408T-NA



CAUTION: Risk of personal injury or product
damage.

IMPORTANT!

IMPORTANT!

NOTE:

Do not support the sink by the sink rim. The
support framing, not the rim, should withstand the
entire weight of the sink when it is full of water.

Inspect the flooring at the installation site.
Repair as necessary.

Make sure there is adequate plywood
support if the floor is constructed of wood.

You may require different or more specialized tools to
install this sink to countertop materials other than wood or
wood composites.
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A.A. Prepare the Site

1.1. UNDERCOUNTER INSTALLATION
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Measure the thickness of the countertop.
Determine the threaded shank length of the faucet.
Measure to verify that the faucet will fit on the countertop
as required. If the faucet will not fit, you will need to select
a different faucet or countertop.
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Countertop Thickness

Faucet Assembly

1079074-T01-A

NOTE: This cast iron sink requires either an undermounter

bracket(not supplied) or support framing. More details about

undermounter shelf installation, please refer to its installation

instructions. Support framing is covered in the Install the

Support Frame section.

“

”

( K-18414T-

NA,K-18415T-NA,K-18408T-NA)

B.B. Install the Optional Undermounter Kit
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K-18415T

K-18414T

K-18408T

K-18415T

K-18414T

K-18408T

120cm 1
120cm Rail Shelf For Cast Iron Sink, 1 Set

120cm
For Cabinet with Length of 120cm

90cm 1
90cm

90cm
For Cabinet with Length of 90cm

Rail Shelf For Cast Iron Sink, 1 Set

1
Triangle-frame Shelf For Cast Iron Sink, 1 Set

For Cabinet of any length. The shelf shall be installed to the main wall
behind the cabinet.

Triangle-frame Shelf
For Cast Iron Sink

Shelf

Shelf
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Secure the wood frame inside the cabinet with fasteners.

The top of the sink rim must be flush with the top surface

of the countertop underlayment or backing material.

Locate the fasteners for easy access in the event the sink

needs to be removed.

Apply a 1 (2.5 cm) bead of silicone sealant at each

corner of the wood frame where it will contact the sink.
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� 1 (2.5cm)

Frame Members
Running Front-to-Back
(Typical)

Underlayment or
Backer Material

Cabinet Perimeter Support

Frame Must
Support Sink rim

Sink

Shim Location

Wood Frame

Clearance For Sink Basin
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CAUTION: Risk of personal injury or product
damage.

NOTE:

The wood support and frame for the sink
must support a minimum of 300 lbs (136 kg). This is
the approximate weight of the cast iron sink when full
and with a garbage disposal installed.

Measure the cabinet opening where the sink will be
installed. Plan for adequate clearance between the faucet
handles and the countertop backsplash or finished wall.
Construct a wood frame for the inside of the cabinet. Allow
adequate clearance for the faucet assemblies and sink
basin. Ensure that the frame will support the entire sink
rim.

Use proper fasteners and techniques to ensure that
the frame will support a minimum of 300 lbs (136 kg). Place
the fasteners for easy access in case the sink should ever
need to be removed.
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300lbs(136kg)

300lbs 136kg
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C.C. Install the Optional Support Frame

( )
Supporting Frame (Self-made) Sketch



CAUTION: Risk of product damage. Do not cut, drill,
or sand the countertop while it is positioned over the
sink.

Determine the correct sink cut-out location in the
countertop.
Carefully cut along the inside of the cut line on the
template.
Measure and mark the distance from the backsplash or
finished wall to the center of the sink faucet holes. Use
this measurement to locate the faucet centerline on the
countertop.
Position the template on the countertop so the template
faucet hole indicator lines up with the drawn faucet
centerline.
Using a soft lead pencil, trace the cutout opening onto the
countertop.
Locate and trace a cutout opening for the faucet hole(s).
Saw the cutout opening and drill the faucet hole(s) by
carefully following the pencil line.
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E.E. Install the Countertop

LC

Countertop Material

Finished Wall

Cabinet

Wood Frame

Sink

Dimension

of Faucet Hole
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CAUTION: Risk of personal injury or product
damage. Cast iron sinks are very heavy. Get help
when lifting the sink into place. Wear safety shoes and
glasses.

Carefully position the sink within the wood frame. Make
sure that the sink is centered in the cabinet.
Verify that the sink is level. The top of the sink should be
flush with the top of the cabinet to allow proper countertop
installation.
Adjust or shim between the sink and support if needed. If
shimming is necessary, apply additional sealant as
needed to ensure an adequate bond.
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D.D. Install the Sink
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Connect and tighten the S-trap and strainer to the drain

assembly, then complete the water supply connections to

the faucet according to the instructions packed with the

faucet.

More details about S-trap and strainer installation, please

refer to its installation instructions.

Run water into the sink and check for leaks.

Clean up with a non-abrasive cleaner.
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Countertop

Finished
Wall

Faucet

Sealant

Sink

Nut

Gasket

Gasket

Nut
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CAUTION: Risk of product damage. Do not cut, drill,
or sand the countertop while positioned over the
fixture.

Sand the edge of the cutout to smooth the surface and
remove all saw marks. For laminate-type countertops,
waterproof all unprotected areas of wood.
Clean the top of the sink rim, making sure the surface is
free from debris. Clean the bottom of the countertop
around the cutout area, making sure the surface is
smooth and free of defects.
Apply a generous bead of silicone sealant around the sink
rim where the sink rim will contact the countertop.
Position the countertop over the sink, making sure the
silicone sealant provides a tight seal between the sink rim
and the bottom of the countertop.
Immediately wipe away any excess silicone sealant with a
damp cloth. Fill any voids between the rim and the
countertop if needed.
Allow the silicone sealant to cure for at least 30 minutes
before proceeding.
Install the garbage disposal, if desired, according to the
manufacturer s instructions.
Drill on the countertop according to the required faucet
hole (See faucet installation instructions for details). The
diameter of the hole shall be smaller than that of the
faucet centerpost. Install the faucet to the countertop
according to the manufacturer s instructions.
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F.F. Complete the Installation


